Honda rincon 250

That returns two big benefits: it enhances handling by lowering the engine's center of gravity,
and it also allows for greater ground clearance. The Rincon's Independent Rear Suspension IRS
returns two big benefits: First, it helps ensure constant tire contact with the ground for superior
traction; second, it gives you an ultra-smooth ride over rough terrain, so you don't get beat up
on the trail. Two-wheel drive gives you lighter steering on flat ground, while four-wheel drive
maximizes available traction when you need it. Choosing between them couldn't be easier, and
you get the best of both worlds. American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting With power
from a potent, liquid-cooled cc single cylinder engine â€” our biggest ATV powerplant. And we
connected that engine to a longitudinal-crankshaft, so more power gets to the ground where
you need it. With a premium long-travel suspension that keeps your ride smooth and controlled,
from the second you hit the trail until your day is over. Features like steel racks front and rear,
tough bodywork, and more, round out the package. Built for the job and the trail. The Rincon
gives you everything you expect in a flagship ATV and more. Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Download Brochure. Left Arrow Right
Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are now leaving the Honda Powersports web
site and entering an independent site. The light-utility powersports vehicle was created to serve
a variety of off-road biking functions. The Honda Fourtrack Recon is a two-wheel drive that is
notable for its compact size. The Honda Fourtrax Recon has a four-stroke internal combustion
engine. The longitudinal engine consists of one cylinder. The air cooled engine has a
displacement of cc. The bore times stroke of the Honda Fourtrax Recon is The vehicle has a
five-speed transmission and an electric starting system. The Honda Fourtrax Recon has sealed
drum or expanding brakes both in the front and the back. The front brakes are dual brakes while
the rear are mechanical brakes. The Honda Fourtrax Recon has double wishbone and
independent suspension in front. The rear swingarm suspension is equipped with single shock.
The front suspension travel is 5. The Honda Fourtrax Recon 's front tire dimensions are 22 x
The rear dimensions are 22 x The Honda Fourtrax Recon has a capacity for 2. The dry weight of
the ATV is lb. The height of the ATV's seat is The wheelbase for the vehicle is Lars Tramilton
has been writing professionally since His work has appeared in a variety of online publications,
including CareerWorkstation. Tramilton received a bachelor's degree with a focus on
elementary education from Kean University. Suspension The Honda Fourtrax Recon has double
wishbone and independent suspension in front. Tires The Honda Fourtrax Recon 's front tire
dimensions are 22 x Dimensions The Honda Fourtrax Recon has a capacity for 2. It is powered
by a liquid-cooled, OHV semi-dry-sump, longitudinally mounted single-cylinder four-stroke
engine with a displacement of cc. The unit is mated on a 3 speed automatic transmission with
hydraulic torque converter, three forward gears, reverse, and electronic controls. As far as
suspensions are concerned, the Honda FourTrax Rincon sports independent double-wishbone
suspensions which deliver 6. It is also worthy of being mentioned that the Honda FourTrax
Rincon is equipped with 25 X front and 25 X rear radial Maxxis tires. The Honda Rincon got to
the top of our ATV lineup by offering the whole package: Our biggest ATV engine, unmatched
comfort and ride quality, and class-leading innovation. First, its liquid-cooled cc engine gets a
new cylinder head this year, and now features twin-spark-plug cylinder head for fast, clean and
efficient combustion. Adding an O2 sensor and a catalytic converter means it runs greener too.
All this adds up to a machine that gets greater fuel efficiency and range. A new stator with
neodymium magnets gives you more electrical power, especially important if you plan on
running accessories. New Maxxis tires offer superior traction and long life. With its cc
liquid-cooled, fuel-injected four-stroke engine, the Rincon can power through terrain and trails
with ease. New twin-plug cylinder head and an oxygen sensor gives the Rincon greater fuel
efficiency, too. Making The Best Even Better. When it comes to technical innovations, the
Rincon is way ahead of the pack. New this year the dual-plug head and catalytic converter make
the Rincon cleaner than ever, and everyone can appreciate that. Independent Rear Suspension
IRS delivers a precise, smooth ride over rough terrain, and the automotive-style transmission
uses a heavy-duty hydraulic torque converter. Best of all, the cc engine offers plenty of low- and
midrange power. More Electrical Output Thanks to a new neodymium magnet stator design, the
new, more powerful ACG produces more electricity, so you can run more Honda Genuine
Accessories. Two-wheel drive gives you lighter steering on flat ground, while four-wheel drive
maximizes traction when you need it. Electric Shift Program ESP Upshifting or downshifting is
easy and fastâ€”just push one of two handlebar-mounted buttons. Twin Spark Plug Cylinder
Head Using two spark plugs that fire together helps ensure clean, fast, thorough combustion.
Catalytic Converter Cars and trucks have had them for 40 yearsâ€”and now the Rincon features
one as well. Along with the new cylinder head and new twin-spark-plug cylinder head for clean
and proficient combustion, the Honda FourTrax Rincon also has been given an O2 sensor and a
catalytic converter as well as a new stator with neodymium magnets. According to Honda, the

twin-spark-plug cylinder head provides fast, clean, and efficient combustion. As well, Honda
added an O2 censor and catalytic converter, so the Rincon will produce fewer emissions.
Motorcycles Reviews Honda Quad atv Liquid-cooled OHV semi-dry-sump longitudinally
mounted single-cylinder four-stroke. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
Automatic with hydraulic torque converter, three forward gears, Reverse, and electronic
controls. No operator under age One Year, transferable limited warranty; extended coverage
available with a Honda Protection Plan. Honda has left the Recon models off of the ATV model
lineup list. Only time will tell. Honda continues to sell more multipurpose ATVs than any other
manufacturer, thanks in large part to the FourTrax Rancher, which has long been a mainstay in
the lineup. Whether getting work done on the farm or having fun on the trail, the Rancher is up
to the task. Featuring eight different versions, the Rancher family offers the choice between
Independent Rear Suspension or a swingarm-style rear end. Last year, Honda mixed it up with
the Rancher model lineup bringing some model variations back from the dead so-to-say that
have been previously discontinued. Confused by the Honda Rancher model lineup? Want all of
the Rancher model lineup differences explained? Check out my video breakdown on all of the
Rancher models above and then a written post below, where you can check out all of the info
too:. Equipped with a cc engine offering great torque and low- to mid range power, the Foreman
Rubicon manages all this through a combination of class-leading performance, Honda reliability
and an Independent Rear Suspension system offering a plush ride and all-day comfort. Versions
are available with either a Dual Clutch Transmission or a manual transmission and power
steering. On DCT models, an easy-to-use reverse switch simplifies the transition into and out of
reverse. DCT models also feature an override that enables manual gear shifting even when in
automatic mode, as well as smooth shifting thanks to a finely tuned engine-rpm sensing
system. The standard-setter when it comes to work, this model can also be found delivering
hours of fun when the workday is finished. Available in three iterationsâ€”a standard version,
another that adds Electric Power Steering and a third that features both EPS and Electric
Shiftingâ€”the Foreman is powered by a cc engine that delivers strong acceleration and
powerful towing muscle thanks to its low- and midrange power. On the electric-shift-equipped
model, an easy-to access and -operate reverse gear makes quick work of any task that requires
frequent backing up. The swingarm-style rear suspension is durable, easy to maintain and
allows more comfortable towing the hitch is swingarm-mounted. A convenient rack system
gives modular options with Honda Pro Connect optional accessories, too. Youngsters strive for
independence, but they also love joining family and friends on the trail. Making shared
experiences possible, the TRX90X has user-friendly features like a reliable, air-cooled
four-stroke engine with an even spread of power, an electric starter and a no-clutch, four-speed
transmission. Thanks for visiting. Thank you! You have successfully joined our subscriber list.
Make Honda. Model Fourtrax Recon. They are a great size for teens and women in my opinion.
They are easy to steer and just fun to ride. They have next to new tires on them and new
batteries. WIDTH: It comes with standard features like four-wheel drive and Honda's exclusive
Electric Shift Program. And all these big features come with one small price tag. Recommended
for riders 16 years of age and older. The FourTrax Recon ES boasts an electric-shift five-speed
transmission and cc of smooth power available at your fingertips-more than enough to get you
through the mud and into the weekend. Model Xr. Runs great, just not in a couple years. Model
Xr Second owner, bought for my son when he was 10 years old - but he out grew it long ago.
Runs great! Great bike for first time rider learning to shift. Also makes a good "camp" bike for
advanced riders if they want to putt around the campsite. If we still camped, I'd keep the bike for
that myself, but the in-laws sold the motorhome! Fresh tune, oil change, spark plug, air filter,
and brand new carb. Looking for some family fun? Well look no further! Looking for a good ATV
for work, fun and everything in between? Look no more. The only thing you have to decide on is
the color. Serviced with warranty. Great entry level youth ATV. Every craftsman knows that if
you use the right tool for the job, life is a lot easier. But that? Bigger isn? You see the Recon is
a powerful, versatile, rugged ATV with a smaller footprint. Its compact size helps you maneuver
through tighter trails some larger ATVs would struggle with. But we? And new for , we? Take
your pick? Important Safety Information: Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older.
Honda recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their owner? Visit
powersports. Hollywood, FL. Thousand Oaks, CA. Lawrenceville, GA. Huntington Beach, CA.
Davis, CA. Easton, PA. Greenwood, IN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Honda Recon Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Honda Model Xr. Year Make Honda Model Xr Year Make Honda Model -. Posted Over 1 Month.
Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Want to browse through my archive of ATV reviews from the last few years?

Click Here. Honda has made 2 different model variations of the FourTrax Recon for many years
now and the same holds true for the FourTrax Recon too. The only change for comes in the way
of color options. Honda has pulled the Vapor White that they had last year and are now going
back to just Red and Olive green. Other than that though the Recon remains the same machine.
You see the Recon is a powerful, versatile, rugged ATV with a smaller footprint. Its compact size
helps you maneuver through tighter trails some larger ATVs would struggle with. A backup
recoil starting system think lawn mower provides added confidence. The Recon is now the only
ATV for aside from the Rincon that still has a backup pull-start. The Recon has a newer reverse
mechanism that was recently changed over the previous generation Recon models you might
be used to. Need to back up to load your ATV or get out of a tight spot on the trail? The new
parking-brake lever is simpler and more intuitive so gone are the days where you have to rub
your belly in a circle with one hand while you pat your head with t
tractor trailer diagrams
12 volt 2 way switch wiring diagram
1993 chevrolet truck
he other hand while sticking your tongue out and winking with your left eye â€” all at the time
same just to engage reverse! You do have the following Recon ES model:. Shifting between
gears should always be this easy. Clean, efficient, proven, low-maintenance. Shaft drive is the
perfect choice for a machine like this, and for riders who pile on the miles. You never have to
worry about lubrication or adjustment out on the trail. And an added plus: it helps keep your
ATV cleaner, too. By orienting the crankshaft front to back in the chassis in our ATV and
side-by-side engines, we route the flow of power straight to the wheels without any
unnecessary right-angle detours, reducing powertrain friction and putting more grunt to the
ground. Thanks for visiting. Shaft Drive Clean, efficient, proven, low-maintenance.
Semi-Dry-Sump Engine Design. Width Height Seat Height Ground Clearance 6. Wheelbase
Turning Radius 8. Fuel Capacity 2. Thank you! You have successfully joined our subscriber list.

